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Abstract

This study investigates the effect of cultural intelligence on career competencies and customer-oriented service behaviors. In the literature, studies suggest that individual factors as important determinants or precursors of customer-oriented service behaviors and career competencies. Accordingly, this study aims to investigate one of the individual factors called as a cultural intelligence which is expected to affect employee’s customer-oriented service behaviors and career competencies. For this purpose, 306 employees who are working in five-star international hotels in Istanbul participated in the study. In this respect descriptive statistics, independent samples t-tests, confirmatory factor analysis, and the structural equation modelling applied to the data obtained from employees in hotel establishments. Based on the findings, significant relationships have been observed between cultural intelligence and career competencies. However, cultural intelligence is found out to have effect on employee’s role prescribed customer-oriented and extra role customer-oriented service behaviors. In addition, employee’s customer-oriented service behaviors differ to the degree of cultural intelligence scores.
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1. Introduction

Globalization is quickly becoming a permanent state of today’s business life. With globalization in the business environment it has been observed some new developments
such as breakdown of trade barriers, innovations in communication, rapid growth, greater diversity in the workforce and diversity in employment relations. These ongoing developments have facilitated organizations across the globe to enter broader and more various markets, to develop a more heterogeneous labor force and cause profound changes in the structure of organizations. However, organizations and individuals have had to face some challenges such as cultural diversity, cultural differences and cross-cultural interactions. Consequently, organizations and individuals are now exposed to cultural differences and culturally diverse workforces that need to be addressed as challenges which need to be managed effectively [1,2]. These challenges are recognized as an important phenomenon in the business world of the 21st century. Because it is critical for organizations to recognize, value, and support cultural differences and the increasing need to understand how culturally diverse workforces can work effectively and in harmony [3].

Due to the increasing importance of cultural diversity in recent years, scholars have continued to investigate the best ways of operating and managing in workplaces whose values, expectations, and assumptions are fundamentally different from one another [4]. They have pointed out that there is a new type of intelligence which is called cultural intelligence makes it possible to respond to the needs of the organizations and individuals. Cultural intelligence is characterized as a basic twenty-first century skill that is the ability to adapt constantly to different people from diverse backgrounds as well as the ability to manage this diversity. In addition to this, cultural intelligence assumed that individuals can engage successfully in both the business and the social environment [5,6]. Cultural intelligence being evaluated as a new complementary form of intelligence, explains how individuals cope and comply with culturally diverse situations. It also represents individual’s behavioral skills dealing with people from different cultures and enables them to understand diversity and interact in a culturally sensitive manner [7,8]. Such cultural interactions are specifically more essential in the hospitality industry which includes many more global customers than other sectors. Because of this, an exponential growth in hospitality services has created a substantial need to deal and interact effectively with customers from many different cultures [9].

In this context, employees and managers need to have cultural intelligence in hospitality establishments for managing cultural differences. Accordingly, it is expected that cultural intelligence facilitates and promotes customer-oriented service behaviors in hotels. In addition to this, it is expected that cultural intelligence could be enhancing one of the component which is called career competencies. Customer-oriented service behaviors and career competencies represent the fundamental factors on the organizational success, customer interaction and customer satisfaction. For this reason, today precursors of customer-oriented service behaviors have become an important topic in the literature. Therefore, it can be said that cultural intelligence is the antecedent of customer-oriented service behaviors and career competencies. In the literature, there are some researches indicating the antecedents of customer-oriented service behaviors and career competencies. However, there is not any research in existing literature investigating the relationships among cultural intelligence, career competencies and customer oriented service behaviors. Thus, this study aims to investigate the relationships among these variables and attempts to add contribution to the literature.

2. Literature Review

In the hospitality industry the determinant of a company’s success lies in organization’s ability to satisfy customers, acknowledging and managing customers in different cultural backgrounds [10]. Therefore, these organizations are looking for employees who are able to continuously communicate with people from different cultures and who have potential for interacting properly with other cultures. In other words, employees who are working
in the hospitality establishments are required to have a cultural intelligence. Because cultural intelligence helps employees to be sensitive to various cultures, facilitates in exhibiting customer-oriented behaviors effectively [11]. However, rapid and steady development in the hospitality industry requires that employees have a cultural intelligence and career competencies. Career competencies represent an employee’s skills, abilities, career-relevant networks, job-related knowledge and propensity level [12]. Accordingly, career competencies provide employees to improve relationships with their managers and customers. Thus, it is expected that career competencies increase and facilitate customer-oriented service behaviors.

Customer-oriented service behaviors seen as the most important elements resulting in customer satisfaction, customer commitment and hence organizational survival. Customer-oriented service behaviors are seen as one of the main elements in hospitality establishments due to an understanding and satisfaction of customer’ needs efficiently [13]. Concordantly, it can be said that customer-oriented service behaviors of employees are important both for organizational performance and customer satisfaction. Eventually, when these behaviors become essential for organizations, they will begin to attract and retain employees who have positive personality traits, positive moods and special individual skills such as cultural intelligence and career competencies. These skills are generally to provide and enhance employees exhibiting customer-oriented service behaviors. In this context, the concepts of cultural intelligence, customer-oriented service behaviors and career competencies will be first explained. Subsequently, the relationships among these concepts will be discussed.

2.1. Cultural Intelligence

Earley and Ang (2003) defined cultural intelligence (CQ), as an individual’s capability to behave and manage effectively in culturally diverse settings. CQ is a specific form of intelligence focused on capabilities to grasp, reconsider and behave efficiently in situations characterized by cultural diversity [14]. In other words, cultural intelligence can be seen as fitting the more global approach to intelligence and it is also seen as conceptually distinct from other intelligence types such as general intelligence (IQ), social intelligence (SI) and emotional intelligence (EQ) [15]. General, social and emotional intelligence are important for an individual to gain success at work and personal relationships whereas cultural intelligence enables individuals to cope with diversity and successfully adaptation to cultural settings [16,17]. In addition to this, it helps individuals to understand cultural diversities through their knowledge and awareness and enables them to behave efficiently and effectively in different cultures [18]. Consequently, cultural intelligence reflects an individual’s capability to gather and interpret the fundamentals of intercultural interactions and it facilitates individuals to develop a mindful approach to intercultural interactions and provide them to building adaptive skills in a multicultural situation [19,20].

Cultural intelligence is a relatively newly-introduced construct in recent years and there are not sufficient empirical researches in the existing literature about this concept. For instance, most studies focus on the differences of cultural intelligence and the other intelligence types and outcomes and antecedents of cultural intelligence. According to the previous researches, cultural intelligence bring out some consequences for individuals and organizations such as task performance, cultural adaptation, leadership success, job satisfaction, team efficacy, knowledge sharing, transformational leadership style, organizational innovation [3,8,21-27]. On the other hand, researchers suggest that there some factors which lead to an employee’s developing cultural intelligence. These are classified as personality, self-efficacy, self-monitoring, training, prior work experience, language proficiency, role clarity, communication ability and organizational culture [2,4, 5,14,28-31].
In the literature, cultural intelligence is commonly conceptualized as a multidimensional construct that includes four components; meta-cognitive, cognitive, motivational, and behavioral [17,21,25,32,33]. Therefore, components of cultural intelligence have been evaluated in accordance to the classification of the four dimensions.

- **Meta-cognitive cultural intelligence**: refers to cultural awareness and an ability to interpret and analyze an individual’s own views. Employees who have a high meta-cognitive intelligence question cultural assumptions and adjust their cultural knowledge about intercultural experiences when interacting with those from other cultures [34,35]. Meta-cognitive intelligence includes relevant capabilities such as planning, monitoring and revising mental models of cultural norms for different countries. Consequently, this intelligence component is related with cognitive strategies that are essential for facilitate individuals to manage people who have a different cultural norms [27,36].

- **Cognitive cultural intelligence**: refers to an individual’s acquired knowledge of similarities and differences regarding values, norms and traditions of other cultures [37]. These informations involves the structures of different cultures gained from education and personal experiences of individuals [30,38]. High cognitive cultural intelligence facilitates individuals to recognize different cultures political, economic, legal, social systems, institutions and values easily. In this context, it can be said that due to the cognitive intelligence individuals can recognize similarities and differences of other cultures successfully [33,39].

- **Motivational cultural intelligence**: refers to individual’s level of self-efficacy and intrinsic motivation in adapting to different cultures. However, motivational intelligence allows individuals to use their energy for learning and understanding cross-cultural situations in a sensitive manner. Thus, individuals who have a high motivational intelligence could be motived to interact with other cultures efficiently [40,41]. Motivational cultural intelligence reflects an individual’s interests and desires to adapt diversity. Therefore, individuals need to want to improve themselves, to grasp and to comprehend new cultures [42].

- **Behavioral cultural intelligence**: refers to individual’s ability and flexibility in performing appropriate verbal and nonverbal interactions with people from different cultural backgrounds [3,26]. Individuals who have a high behavioral cultural intelligence use appropriate words, exhibit suitable gestures and facial expressions appropriate to the different cultures [43]. Behavioral cultural intelligence reflects the individual’s capability to exhibit flexible behavior and to adapt diversity. On the other hand, it aims to develop an individual’s present social behaviors in order to enable him or her to make positive impressions on others who have different cultural values [29,44].

### 2.2. Customer-Oriented Service Behavior

Customer-oriented service behaviors (COB) refer to specific behaviors that are exhibited by service employees and aims to lead to customer satisfaction. Customer-oriented service behaviors (COB) include the individual’s willingness to assist, benefit and help customers by understanding their needs and by influencing them with providing accurate information. In other words, these behaviors are viewed as an employee’s predisposition or tendency to satisfy customer needs efficiently in organizations [45-47]. However, customer-oriented service behaviors include role-prescribed behaviors which are defined by the job descriptions of employee’s and extra-role behaviors. [48-50].

- **Role-prescribed COB**: refers to the expected behaviors of organizations from their employees within the scope of formal roles in the service process. These expectations emerge from implicit norms or explicit responsibilities which are specified in organizational policies. In other words role-prescribed behaviors are related with
organizations missions and procedures so it is clearly stated in organizational documents. Such behaviors consist of employees demonstrate accurate knowledge about product or process, address customers by name, exhibit courtesy, greet and thank customers for their preferences and doing their best with the scope of formal roles.

- **Extra-role COB;** refers to the helpful and discretionary behaviors of employees that indicate support for the ability to enhance service quality. These behaviors aim to motivate employees to serve beyond their formal role requirements but not expected or rewarded by the organizations. For instance, providing extra attention, spontaneous and additional services to the customers are the specific discretionary behaviors. However, extra-role behaviors can involve helping customers with personal matters unrelated to organizational services or products such as listening to customers sympathetically and providing them informal counselling about their personal matters.

Customer-oriented service behaviors have been a focus of increased attention for the last decades with both researchers and practitioners in the service industry. Because service industry has become the main milestones of the developed countries and today it represents the majority of the economic proportion and high percentage of employment worldwide. Hospitality is one of the largest and most important components in the service area. In this service environment, COB is considered as an important factor enhancing service quality, customer satisfaction and organizational performance. [51,52]. Therefore it is possible to express that positive outputs such as customer satisfaction, service quality perceptions and customer loyalty are significantly affected by the employee’s attitudes and behaviors in the hotel industry. In this context, hotel establishments need to make a special effort to build relationships between employees and customers to achieve a competitive advantage [48]. Accordingly, in a fiercely competitive global setting, acquiring organizational effectiveness and in order to cope effectively with these conditions organizations must attract and retain employees who can do their best and go beyond the call of duty for customers.

Based on the importance of customer-oriented service behaviors in organizations, researches have investigated the antecedents and outcomes of them. These antecedents include job satisfaction, organizational commitment, organizational support, organizational climate, human resource management practices, empowerment, positive affect, personality and self-efficacy [51,53-56]. However, a number of researchers documented that customer-oriented service behaviors positively affect customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, service quality, job performance and organizational performance [48,57,58].

### 2.3. Career Competencies

Career competencies defined as knowledge, skills, and abilities which are essential for career development can be influenced and developed by individuals [59]. In other words career competencies refer to an employee’s fulfilling tasks which are needed for career development and their adaptabilities in career progression. However, it also reflects an employee’s selecting an appropriate career for their background, getting suitable job and being able to change job when necessary [60]. Therefore, these competencies are crucial for all employees in today’s working environment. Because scholars have argued that over the past 15 years due to the rapid and current developments on the labor market careers in organizations have been changed. These circumstances have brought realities about career concept which is called “new career” and includes flexibility and changes. In this case, employees need to take responsibility managing their career and they need to keep up the career development process and also to adjust themselves to a more complex career era. Accordingly, it is vital for employees to continue learning, being adaptable to new job demands, to gain expertise in different areas and to acquire
abilities for a career upward. Consequently, employee’s need to obtain relevant resources and competencies with their career as they manage to successfully both job and career [59,61,62].

Because career competencies are increasingly becoming an important topic in our current working life, practitioners and researchers have drawn attention to these competencies. In the literature, researchers suggest that career competencies can be classified in three ways as a “knowing why”, “knowing whom” and “knowing how”. Knowing why is related with career motivation, personal meaning, and identification. These competencies suggest that employees have a proactive personality and openness to experience. Individuals who know themselves are able to be clear about their career goals and to seek new opportunities. Knowing whom is related with career-relevant networks and contacts so this career competency provides access to employees in acquiring new contacts and new job opportunities both inside and outside the organization. Knowing how is related to career-relevant skills and job-related knowledge which refers main, flexible and transferable specifications of the employees [59,63,64].

Globalization, technological innovations and dramatic changes require that organizations attain and retain employees who have basic skills, abilities and intentions to develop their careers. Because organizational competitiveness is dependent on the mental capitals, adaptabilities and competencies of employees in today’s changing world [60,65]. Therefore, it is obvious that organizations place an increasing importance on career development activities. In this context, they provide activities including mentoring, training, career assessment centers and networking opportunities for helping employees to develop their career competencies. By these activities employees acquire knowledge; can assess their strength and weaknesses and develop career goals for the future [63]. In addition, an individual’s level of responsibility, personality traits, willingness, self-efficacy and expectations are equally important as well as the organizations supports. In the literature, it can be seen that most of the researches in this area has examined the outcomes of career competencies such as career success, career satisfaction and job involvement, yet the majority of them have been conducted in the hotel establishments. Furthermore, a limited number of studies have explored the antecedents of career competencies such as career commitment, supportive supervisor and organizational career management [60,63,64].

2.4. The Relationships among Cultural Intelligence, Career Competencies and Customer-Oriented Service Behaviors

In service organizations, especially in hotel establishments employee’s attitudes and behaviors play a crucial role in acquiring service quality and customer satisfaction due to the specific qualities as intangibility, heterogeneity and inseparability. Therefore, in hotels employees need to have direct and face to face contact with the customers while they are serving products and they must exhibit customer-oriented service behavior. Customer-oriented service behaviors are important for service organizations to acquire customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, sustainable competitive advantage and long-term profit [47]. For this reason, organizations have begun to give more importance than before employees to exhibit these behaviors in recent years and they focus on how these behaviors could be enhanced. At this point, existing management and organizational behaviors researches have illuminated them. Majority of these researches emphasize that some organizational factors such as reward, support, culture, climate, policies, trust and leadership are possible to affect customer-oriented behaviors. However except these factors organizations need to consider individual properties of their employees like personality traits, emotional stability, self-efficacy, moods, intelligence types [46, 56]. Particularly, among these individual antecedents of customer-oriented behaviors it can be said that cultural intelligence is much more important today than before.
Concordantly, for the excellent service contact and customer orientation, employees need to have some abilities to achieve tasks and have a positive manner or willingness [45]. However, these qualifications become insufficient in today’s global working conditions because organizations and customers are becoming more international and multicultural. In this context, it is indispensable to have special qualifications for employees who are working in hospitality organizations to both embrace diversity and to gain the competitive advantage. One of these kinds of qualifications can be characterized as a cultural intelligence which facilitates employees to build positive relationships with different cultures and provides them with adaptability and acceptance of diversity [66]. In other words, employees who have a high cultural intelligence are able to develop and sustain more positive relationships with those who are culturally different, also can work multinational tasks effectively and take responsibilities in international contact easily [4]. Furthermore, cultural intelligence helps employees to handle cultural diversity, behave in a sensitive manner and enable them to acquire some skills, abilities and knowledge regarding their careers.

In today’s working area career competencies seen as basic qualifications which serves employees need to develop and it is expected that these competencies facilitate them coping with working conditions successfully and serving customers more efficiently. Due to the fact that employees are the most important values of service industry, hotel establishments desire to employ individuals who have cultural intelligences. Because an organizations success today is dependent on how individuals handle cultural diversity and behave in a sensitive manner. Employees who have a cultural intelligence are more willing to learn new skills, abilities and they are in need of to develop their careers. Therefore, it is possible to state that cultural intelligence is one of the important precursors of career competencies and customer-oriented service attitudes and behaviors of employees in organizations. In this context, this study aims to discuss the antecedent of customer oriented service behaviors and career competencies. Within the scope of research, it is assumed that cultural intelligence effect customer oriented service behaviors and career competencies. In order to test relationships among them the following research model and hypothesis are developed.

![Research Model](image)

**H1:** Cultural intelligence affects career competencies positively.  
**H2:** Cultural intelligence affects role-prescribed customer-oriented service behaviors positively.  
**H3:** Cultural intelligence affects extra-role customer-oriented service behaviors positively.
**H1:** Employees role-prescribed customer-oriented service behaviors differ to the degree of cultural intelligence scores.

**Hs:** Employees extra-role customer-oriented service behaviors differ to the degree of cultural intelligence scores.

### 3. Research Method

#### 3.1. Sample and Procedures

The sample of the research composed of the five-star hotels employees in Istanbul. The sample used for the study consist of approximately 450 employees, who have been working in 8 different hotel establishments which are determined via convenient sampling method. From the 450 questionnaires that have been sent out, 350 have been returned, representing a response rate of 78%. After elimination of cases having incomplete data and outliers 306 questionnaires (68%) have been accepted as valid and included in the evaluations. However, in this study questionnaire survey method is used for data collection. Questionnaire form contains three different measures related to research variables.

#### 3.2. Measures

Measures used in the questionnaire forms are adapted from the previous studies in the literature. All measures have been adapted to Turkish by following the method of forward backward translation from the lecturers and for the validity of these measures pilot study have been conducted. As a result of the conducted pilot study, it's observed that the items in the factor analysis, where (n=40) was applied, in accordance with the theoretical characteristics.

**Cultural Intelligence scale:** Employee’s cultural intelligences were measured with 20 items from Ang et al. [14]. Exploratory factor analysis using principal component analysis with varimax rotation was applied to the adapted scale for checking the dimensions. As a result of the varimax rotation of the data related to cultural intelligence variables, four items have been removed from the analysis due to the factor loadings under 0.50 and four factor solutions have been obtained per theoretical structure. Factor loadings of the items ranged from 0.56 to 0.78. The Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of the cultural intelligence scale items is 0.90.

**Career Competencies scale:** Career competencies of employees were measure with 43 items from Francis-Smythe et al. [62]. As a result of the exploratory factor analysis of the data related to career competencies variables, twenty seven items have been removed from the analysis due to the factor loadings under 0.50 and four factor solutions have been obtained per theoretical structure. Factor loadings of the item ranged from 0.57 to 0.73. The Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of the career competencies scale items is 0.87.

**Customer-oriented service behavior scale:** Employees customer-oriented service behaviors were measure with 10 items from Lee et al. [54]. As a result of the exploratory factor analysis of the data related to customer-oriented service behavior variables, one item have been removed from the analysis due to the factor loadings under 0.50 and two factor solutions have been obtained per theoretical structure. Factor loadings of the item ranged from 0.70 to 0.83. The Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of the customer-oriented service behaviors scale items is 0.86

After the exploratory factor analysis, confirmatory factor analysis has been conducted by Lisrel 8.8 for all scales. Goodness of fit indexes is presented in Table 1.
Table 1 Goodness of Fit Indexes of the Scales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>d.f</th>
<th>CMIN/DF</th>
<th>GFI $\geq .85$</th>
<th>AGFI $\geq .80$</th>
<th>CFI $\geq .90$</th>
<th>NFI $\geq .90$</th>
<th>NNFI $\geq .90$</th>
<th>RMSEA $\leq 0.08$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cultural Intelligence</td>
<td>307.25</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career Competencies</td>
<td>770.42</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cust.-Oriented Service</td>
<td>65.45</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3. Statistical Methods

SPSS for Windows 20.0 and Lisrel 8.80 programs are used to analyze the data obtained by the questionnaire survey. In the first step, the combined data set was subjected to exploratory factor analysis for stating whether items collected under construct. After that, confirmatory factor analysis has been conducted to all scales. Then, respondent profile and descriptive statistics such as means, standard deviations and pearson correlation analysis of the study variables have been examined. Finally, structural equation modelling (SEM) has been used to conduct a test of the variables in the hypothesized model to examine the extent to which it is consistent with the data.

### 4. Research Findings

#### 4.1. Respondent Profile

53% of employees, who have participated in the research, are male and 47% are female. 42% of the employees are between the ages of 26-33, 27% of them are between the ages of 34-49, 21% of them between the ages of 18-25 and 10% of them are older than 50. In terms of education level, most of them 56% have high school education while 18% have bachelors and master degree. Majority of 66% employees are working in F&B department, 17% of them are working in front office department, 9% of them are working in housekeeping department and the remaining 8% are working in other departments. 53% of them have been working for between 1-5 years and 14% of them have been working for 5-7 years and 25% of the employees have been working for more than 7 years in the same firm. However, most of the employees 66% have been working for more than 7 years in hospitality industry.

#### 4.2. Descriptive Analyses

Scope of the descriptive analyses means, standard deviations and correlations have been computed which is related with cultural intelligence, career competencies and customer-oriented service behaviors variable. As can be seen in Table 2, the participants have relatively high cultural intelligence and career competencies. Therefore, employees exhibit role-prescribed and extra-role customer-oriented service behaviors relatively highs.
Correlation analysis results revealed that employee’s cultural intelligences were positively related with career competencies \((r=0.771, p<0.01)\). In addition, cultural intelligence were positively related with role prescribed \((r=0.629, p<0.01)\) and extra-role customer-oriented \((r=0.648, p<0.01)\) service behaviors. Moreover, it has been observed that there is a significant and positive relationship between career competencies and role prescribed \((r=0.707, p<0.01)\) and career competencies and extra-role customer-oriented \((r=0.756, p<0.01)\) service behaviors.

### 4.3. Measurement Model

For the verification of the model two step approach by Anderson and Gerbing has been used [67]. According to this approach, prior to testing the hypothesized structural model, first the research model needs to be tested to reach a sufficient goodness of fit indexes. After obtaining acceptable indexes it can be proceed with structural model. As a result of the measurement model, it can be seen 4 latent and 39 observed variables. Observed variable consist of 16 items related with cultural intelligence, 13 items related with career competencies and 9 items related with customer-oriented service behaviors. For accepting measurement model there are some criterions such as standardized factor loadings, t-values, Cronbach’s alpha values. In Table 3 these values have been summarized. However, besides these criterions goodness of fit indexes of measurement model need to be considered [68]. Therefore indexes of measurement model are; \(\chi^2: 1059.87; \text{df: } 657; \chi^2/\text{df}: 1.61; \text{RMSEA: } 0.045; \text{GFI: } 0.85; \text{IFI: } 0.98; \text{CFI: } 0.98; \text{NFI: } 0.96; \text{NNFI: } 0.98\). These values indicate that measurement model has been acceptable [69-71].

### Table 3 Results of Measurement Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metacognitive CQ</th>
<th>Standardized Factor Loadings</th>
<th>t-values</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>C **</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I am conscious of the cultural knowledge interacting different cultural backgrounds.</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>15.23</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I adjust my cultural knowledge interacting with people that is unfamiliar.</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>13.97</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am conscious of the cultural knowledge I apply to cross-cultural interactions.</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>11.87</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I check accuracy of my cultural knowledge interacting with different cultures.</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>11.94</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive CQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I know the vocabulary, grammar of other languages.</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>12.32</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I know the cultural values and religious beliefs of other cultures.</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I know the marriage systems of other cultures.</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I know the arts and crafts of other cultures.</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>11.46</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I know the rules for expressing nonverbal behaviors in other cultures.</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>12.17</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivational CQ</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I enjoy interacting with people from different cultures.</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>12.77</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am confident that I can socialize with cultures that is unfamiliar to me.</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>10.35</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am sure I can deal with the stresses of adjusting to a culture that is new to me.</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>11.67</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I enjoy living in cultures that are unfamiliar to me.</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>10.03</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral CQ</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I change my verbal behavior when a cross-cultural interaction requires it.</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>11.50</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I vary the rate of my speaking when a cross-cultural situation requires it.</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>11.55</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I alter my facial expressions when a cross-cultural interaction requires it.</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>12.12</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networking and Mentoring</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I keep in touch with people who are at higher levels than I am.</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>11.06</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I talk to senior management when I get the opportunity to.</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>13.48</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I network with other people to provide myself that will assist my career.</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>12.90</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I seek career guidance from experienced people outside the organization.</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>9.91</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Knowledge /Career-Related Skills</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I recognize what I can and can't do so well.</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>11.23</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I know what work tasks interest me.</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>11.75</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I develop skills that needed in future.</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>11.93</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job-Related Performance Effectiveness</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I fulfil the responsibilities specified on job descriptions.</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>13.08</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I fulfil the competencies that are required by my role.</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>11.81</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I meet the quality standards required job.</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>11.83</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I meet set deadlines.</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>11.83</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal-setting</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have a plan for my career.</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>12.24</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have a strategy for achieving my career goals.</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>9.62</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I change or revise my career plan based on new information I receive regarding myself.</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>11.97</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role-prescribed Cust.Service Behavior</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I perform all those tasks for customers that are required of him/her.</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>11.71</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I fulfill responsibilities to customers as specified in the job description</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>12.39</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I adequately complete all expected customer-service behaviors.</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>11.78</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I help customers with those things which are required of him/her.</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>13.31</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra-role Customer Service Behavior</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I voluntarily assist customers even if it means going beyond job requirement.</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>11.88</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I help customers with problems beyond what is expected or required</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>13.22</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I often go above and beyond the call of duty when serving customers</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>11.68</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4. Structural Equation Model

After the correlation analysis and measurement model, the study applied a structural equation model to verify hypotheses for the causal relationships between variables in accordance with literature. The SEM estimates for the hypothesized model are shown in Figure 1. The results of the structural model are: \(x^2\): 242.71; df: 116; \(x^2/df\): 2.09; RMSEA: 0.060; GFI: 0.89; IFI: 0.98; CFI: 0.98; NFI: 0.97; NNFI: 0.98. These results indicate that structural model has been acceptable and in accordance with the study's theoretical framework. As can be seen the parameters and overall structural equation model in Figure 2.

According to the results of structural equation model, the path parameter and significance level show that cultural intelligence effects career competencies positively and the H1 hypothesis is supported (\(\beta=0.99; t=15.20; p<0.01\)). Accordingly; it is possible to express that employees who have a cultural intelligence are tend to develop their careers and possess more career competencies than the others. However, cultural intelligence effects role-prescribed customer service behaviors (\(\beta=0.86; t=11.09; p<0.01\)) and extra-role service behaviors (\(\beta=0.89; t=13.08; p<0.01\) positively, H2 and H3 hypothesis are supported. In other words, cultural intelligence facilitates employees to fulfill their responsibilities effectively which are required by organization and it also helps them to exhibit voluntary behaviors much more. Therefore, it can be said that if employees have a cultural intelligence, they could be enthusiastic about displaying role-prescribed and extra role customer service behaviors. Thus, it is possible to assess that cultural intelligence as a one of the important component for employees to exhibit customer oriented service behaviors particularly in hotel establishments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Alpha</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I willingly go out of his/her way to make a customer satisfied</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>11.86</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I frequently go out the way to help a customer</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>11.60</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* t-values significance at \(p<0.01\) level

**Cronbach Alpha values**
4.5. Independent Samples T-Test

Independent samples t-tests have been done to determine employee’s customer-oriented service behaviors differ according to their cultural intelligence or not. According to these analysis, employee’s cultural intelligence score means have been calculated 3.46. Subsequently, cultural intelligence scores which are relatively lower than 3.46 labelled as a “1” (low), also which are relatively higher than 3.46 labelled as a “2” (high) so two new variables have been created [72]. Thus the analysis results which compare low and high cultural intelligence scores and customer oriented service behaviors levels have been presented in Table 4 and 5.

Table 4 Independent Samples T-Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score of Cultural Intelligence</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Role-prescribed COB mean</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Low</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>10.827</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. High</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5 Independent Samples T-Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score of Cultural Intelligence</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Extra-role COB mean</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Low</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>12.825</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. High</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Independent samples t-tests have been conducted to determine whether the customer-oriented service behaviors of the sample differed by score of cultural intelligence. According to these results, it can be said that there is a significant difference between employee’s cultural intelligence scores and customer-oriented service behaviors. For instance, employees who have high cultural intelligence score are more tend to exhibit role-prescribed customer-oriented service behaviors than low scores. However, high cultural intelligence scores provide employees to exhibit extra-role customer-oriented service behaviors more than low scores. In this context, employees role-prescribed and extra-role customer oriented service behaviors differ to the scores of their cultural intelligence. Therefore, H4 and H5 hypothesis have been supported.

5. Conclusion

Global, dynamic and volatile working conditions in the 21st century require employees to have superior and many more qualifications. Employees are the key components of organizations to achieve sustainable competitive advantage and to acquire customer satisfaction in today's working life. Therefore, organizations try to attract and retain qualified employees who have positive personality traits, special skills, career competencies and a high level of intelligence such as social, emotional and cultural. Because these individual traits are thought to be important factors an employee’s attitudes and behaviors. Accordingly, it is possible to state that employees who have positive individual traits can demonstrate positive attitudes towards customers and their organizations. Especially in the hospitality industry, employees are seen as the most important value of organizations because their attitudes and behaviors play a crucial role in service quality and customer satisfaction. For this reason, hotel establishments have begun to give more importance than other organizations to employ qualified employees which are essential in the service industry. In this industry, an organizations success is related to how employees behave, satisfy and serve their customers. But in today’s conditions these are insufficient; in addition globalization requires employees to have a cultural intelligence.

By reason of the hospitality industry becoming as an international structure, organizations recognized that understanding different cultures and satisfying them is an important requirement to achieve success. Thus, hotel establishments are looking for employees who are able to communicate with people from different backgrounds and who have willing to interact with them. In other words, these establishments need employees who have cultural intelligence. Cultural intelligence as one of the key skills which allows employees to behave appropriately with customers in a sensitive manner and to facilitate satisfaction of customers. However, cultural intelligence helps employees to exhibit role-prescribed and extra-role behaviors more efficiently. Because in the multicultural conditions employees who have cultural intelligence can perform their tasks and responsibilities effectively and desire to exhibit extra-role behaviors much more than other employees. Furthermore, employees who have cultural intelligence are more willing to learn new things, to gain new abilities and develop their careers. In this context, it can be said that cultural intelligence is one of the important precursors of career competencies and customer-oriented service behaviors of employees in organizations.

Concordantly, it is possible to find some studies dealing with the antecedents of customer-oriented service behaviors and career competencies. Among all these studies,
there are no studies in which cultural intelligence, career competencies and customer-oriented service behaviors are all discussed together. In this regard, this study aims to determine the impact of cultural intelligence on these variables hence; by exploring them it is expected to contribute to the literature. As a result of the research the findings of the study revealed that cultural intelligence of employees affect their career competencies positively. Moreover, cultural intelligence affects both role-prescribed and extra-role customer-oriented service behaviors positively. Therefore, H1, H2 and H3 hypothesis are supported. When the effect of cultural intelligence on customer-oriented service behaviors separately examined, it is seen that cultural intelligence have much more positive impact on the extra-role customer-oriented service behaviors. Particularly, in the international hotels if employees have cultural intelligence they can listen, speak and understand facial expressions and needs of customers more easily thus it is expected them to exhibit role-prescribed and extra-role customer-oriented service behaviors. On the other hand, employee’s customer-oriented service behaviors differ to the degree of their cultural intelligence scores so H4 and H5 hypothesis are supported. These results show that employees who have a high score of cultural intelligence are willing to exhibit both role-prescribed and extra-role customer-oriented service behaviors than the low scores. When these results analyzed, it is possible to express that differences of cultural intelligence scores much higher in extra-role behaviors.

In conclusion, the research results indicate that the presence of cultural intelligence effect service behaviors and competencies of employees who are working in hotel establishments. Because multicultural working conditions are required employees must have cultural intelligence. Thus, if employees have cultural intelligence they will exhibit role-prescribed behaviors more effectively and desire to exhibit extra-role behaviors voluntarily. However, if employees have cultural intelligence, they need to develop their careers related with the present working conditions. In other words, it is expected that cultural intelligence facilitate an employee’s career progression, career change and a protean career. That is to say, if employees have a high level of cultural intelligence it is possible for him or her to assign several tasks and expatriate. Therefore, hotel establishments need be aware of and give importance to attracting and retaining employees who have cultural intelligence if they want to be success in an environment which include such facts as direct and face to face contact. In this context, it can be said that cultural intelligence will lead employees to exhibit role-prescribed and extra-role service behaviors much more efficiently and also provide to grasp some competencies related with their career progress in hotel establishments’ scope of the research. For future studies, the research model can be tested in other service sectors such as health or logistics and the results will be compared. However, the study can be expanded by adding other variables which are classified in individual perspective. For example, it is possible to add other intelligence types such as social and emotional intelligence then after comparing the results it can be determined which intelligence types much more effective on customer-oriented service behaviors and career competencies. Moreover, as an individual factor big five personality traits or self-efficacy can be added for expanding the research model.
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